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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LgcD2PXg9xx4q2iTNqFmb6_j6j-B9sWK/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LmoLpuGR9nKPkUTz5oqamccWfz_D69RL/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/14QLTEpT69eEPa91dDix_O0cFWj2W5ijC/preview
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8F1HKsjLvDA
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PROCESS OF URBAN INTERVENTIONS
3 EXAMPLES



PLACE DE HOUF’
LA FAILLE

PUBLIC SPACE 4 HER



Client:
RENOVAS ASBL

 Where:
PLACE DE HOUF’

BRUSSELS

When:
2019

Who:
Alive Architecture

BUDGET:
40.000 €





HOW TO REACH PARTICIPANTS ?



















PLACE DE HOUF’
LA FAILLE

PUBLIC SPACE 4 HER



Client:
SLRB

SOCIAL HOUSING BRUSSELS

 Where:
BRUSSELS 

KAPELLEVELD

When:
2019-2022

Who:
Alive Architecture & TAKTYK

BUDGET:
200.000 €





HOW TO REACH PARTICIPANTS ?

























PLACE DE HOUF’
LA FAILLE

PUBLIC SPACE 4 HER



Client:
Bruxelles 

Créative EUROPE

 Where:
BRUSSELS 

Vieille place aux Grains

When:
2023-2024

Who:
Alive Architecture & RED Laboratoire Pédagogique 

WITH DEGRE 47

BUDGET:
45.000 €





HOW TO REACH PARTICIPANTS ?

























Sluizeken-Tolhuis-Ham
a short analysis of the neighbourhood



contents
- Spacial analysis

- location of the district

- history of the district

- public area in the district 

- current tensionfield
- socio-economic tensionfield

- infrastructure tensionfield

- Mapping neighbourhood
- definition public youth space

- different typologies youth space





Spacial analysis
1. location of the district

2. history of the district

3. green area's in the district 
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Voormuide

Briel

Tolhuis

Ham

1. location of the district



1. location of the workshop



1. location of the workshop



2. history of the district
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3. public area in the district map by Kind & Samenleving – study playnetwork  (2013)

Existing green area

 



Existing squares

 

3. public area in the district map by Kind & Samenleving – study playnetwork  (2013)



Existing and planned playspace for teens

 

3. public area in the district map by Kind & Samenleving – study playnetwork  (2013)



Current tensionfield
1. socio-economic tensionfield

2.  infrastructure tensionfield



1. socio-economic tensionfield

ASSETS: The great diversity of the residents and the many neighborhood initiatives ensure a lot of 
dynamics in the neighborhood The proximity to the city center and good public transport The 
district is in motion: the many residential and construction projects are causing a true 
transformation

POINTS TO CONSIDER The population density leads to nuisance and pressure on public spaces The 
new urban developments create a gap between the new, more affluent residents and the old 
residents. Good integration of the different population groups is a challenge The busy traffic routes 
cause traffic nuisance and a feeling of insecurity



1. socio-economic tensionfield
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1. socio-economic tensionfield





1. infrastructural tensionfield



“There is a bad one 
evolution underway. The 
pressure on space is 
increasingly economical 
becoming and that to the 
detriment of the social use 
of it. Still more actors 
invest in the urban space. 
Land is used as commodity 
for capital to secure. Rising 
land prices are part of that 
the consequence.” .





Mapping neighbourhood
1. What, where, when?

2.  different typologies youth space



What? Where? 
1. What?

Public Youth Space are places where young people hang out, interact, play, sport, do activities, indoors but also outdoors.

2.  Where?

Public youth space is like a archipelago, it is a whole bunch of islands spread out throughout the city.



Different typologies
1. Space that is not developed but used anyway  DOK-Noord

2.  Space that is under developement  Heilig Kerst-plein/ ontmoetingsplek Warandestraat-Pijnderstraat/

New Neighbourhood park 

3.  Space that is hidden (and misused) Nieuwland-park/ vzw jong park

4. Space that is developed Tolhuis park/Godshuishammeke
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2.  Space that is under developement  ontmoetingsplek Warandestraat-Pijnderstraat  
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2.  Space that is under developement  New Neighbourhood park / school 
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3.  Space that is hidden (and misused) Nieuwland-park
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3.  Space that is hidden (and misused) vzw jong park
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4. Space that is developed Tolhuis park  
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4. Space that is developed Park ENTR  
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4. Space that is developed Zonder Naam Park  
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4. Space that is developed Godshuishammeke 
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